
Using Inventory Data to Produce 

Reports for Stakeholders

Your food bank started entering SWAP rankings into your inventory database. Now what?

You can run reports straight from your inventory database that summarize the SWAP rankings of the food

you receive and distribute, create charts to show progress in the percentage of Green and Yellow food in

your inventory, compare SWAP rankings based on food source or other factors, and more!

To help you analyze your SWAP data, you’ll want to include the following fields on the report you pull from 

your inventory system:

• Establish benchmarks for the percentage of Green and Yellow foods the food bank 

receives and distributes

• Determine change over time in nutrition quality for food distributed and received

• Encourage donors to donate more Green and Yellow foods

• Inform partner programs and agencies of the nutritional quality of food they order from 

the food bank

• And more!
a

With this new data, you can:

Important to include:

• Item description

Item card name that tells the food product

• SWAP food category

• Feeding America category, if applicable

• SWAP ranking

• Weight

Include depending on report type:

• Food source

Where does the food come from? Ex. 

Government, purchased, retail donation, etc.

• Donor
If looking at product received

• Partner agency
If looking at product distributed

Your report from the food bank’s inventory database may look like this:
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You can analyze your data in a spreadsheet using Pivot Tables or other tools to understand what

percentage of product is ranked Green, Yellow, Red, Unranked, Assorted-Not Ranked, and Non-Food. You

can then convert those percentages into charts to visualize your data for different audiences.
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If you want to show all product 

distributed with nutritional ranking, 

you may have a chart like this:
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If you want to show a breakdown of product received with nutritional ranking based on food 

source, a series of charts like this may be helpful:
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This type of chart can be 

helpful for demonstrating 

change over time:

What percentage of Green and Yellow food is best?

Food banks often ask this question, and the answer is that it all depends on your food bank’s goals and

your starting point! Be sure to develop a baseline report after you begin implementing SWAP that shows

the percentage of product by nutrition ranking. Once you have that information, you will be able to see

where there is room for improvement and set appropriate goals for how you want the percentages to

change six months from now or a year from now.


